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1) Sector Action Plan Update

2) Future Defence Skills Challenges

Attracting the skills needed for a future defence capability focused on

technology and innovation

3) Sector Investment in Local Supply

Connecting local business with defence sector primes creating 

opportunities to reduce sourcing footprints and generate further 

investment locally

4) Local Investment in Defence Related Research & 

Development Programmes

Promoting and driving awareness of the growing technology and 

innovation capabilities within the city, e.g. Oceansgate, Market Hall, Smart 

Sound, Marine Autonomy, to attract further defence sector investment

Defence Sector Update Agenda
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Defence

primes in 
numbers

Company Employed

Babcock 5550

MoD 500

Collins 
Aerospace

390

MSUBS 80

SERCO ?*

Artemis 33

Chess Dynamics 23

Thales 10*

BMT 10

TOTAL Circa 6500
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Action Plan – Where we are now…

Development of a Plymouth defence cluster to 

increase awareness of Plymouth capability and attract 

investment

Engagement initiated to identify collaboration and innovation opportunities amongst Plymouth defence 

sector – Navy CTO briefed on local capability and technology accelerators

Work with DIT on Marine Autonomy High Value 

Proposition

Increase FDI and Inward Investment

Thales continuing development of Marine Autonomy

Babcock collaboration with MSubs and other local defence suppliers on Remora programme

Arrange meeting with primary contractor for Dockyard 

capital investment

Devonport capability upgrade – meet the buyer event took place in Dec – Babcock exploring potential to 

link with PCC local procurement platform

Welding college at City College Plymouth Funding approved from SW Institute of Technology – now engaging with specification and design to

ensure local skill gaps are addressed

Proposing New Action Plan Initiatives:

Skills Development in Advance of Need

Focus on broader technology skills gaps, working with PCC to identify corresponding skills development 

opportunities

Assuring Diversity and Inclusivity in Future Defence Sector Recruitment

New initiative proposed that will utilise innovative recruitment technologies to assure a diverse and 

inclusive talent pool capable of meeting the defence sector’s future skills needs

Supply secondment for DASA SW Regional Defence 

Cluster

Raise the profile of the region’s capabilities in defence, encourage greater regional collaborations and

support the sector in accessing public funding – Proposing Plymouth based secondee to Programme

Manager role

Hold a Devonport Task Group and present at Defence 

Select Committee

Raise the profile of the city and address specific issues with MPs – Complete – Consider next steps.
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• Imagine if you can connect and inspire others to think bigger about 

their future; increase social mobility and give opportunities to unlock 

their true talent – talent has many forms and the way we recruit 

needs to adapt to a changing world; remove unconscious bias in 

recruitment and recruit based on ability, potential and behaviours, in 

a way that encourages diversity across ethnicity, gender, class and 

social mobility.

• With future defence capability focused on technology and innovation

- Digital Battlespace;Autonomous Systems; - Technology change is  

happening at an exponential rate, soon we will talk of a technology 

mobility: those who have and those who don’t have - with some of 

the most deprived areas in the country on our doorstep we need to 

ensure everyone has a chance to be part of this future.

• Skills-Miner is an Ingenuity product that is designed to demonstrate 

that work is genuinely enjoyable by allowing people to solve 

problems, all in a fun way whilst demonstrating their potential to 

others, but importantly themselves.

• We want to take this further. Babcock are building a Digital 

Dockyard, one which brings the world of work alive, one that breaks 

down barriers, it will use real problems, real interaction’s, testing and 

learning scenarios, where creativity is encouraged and people can 

demonstrate their own uniqueness. Aiming to destroy myths of what 

a career in the defence sector in Plymouth offers – …

Future Defence Skills Challenges
5

Building an agile platform to 

recruit talent, entwined with the 

latestAI thinking, it will assess  

potential, behaviours, attitudes, 

one’s ability to grow, all in an 

environment without bias.
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Skills for Plymouth

• Looking strategically at the skills requirements today and going 
forward

• Understanding demand – for Babcock and supply chains

• Exploring the set-up of a new Marine Skills Academy and Project 
Management Skills Academy

• Working with Building Plymouth on building capacity for construction 
skills to deliver the Dockyard’s masterplan
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Sector Investment in Local Supply

• Connecting local business with defence sector primes 

creating opportunities to reduce sourcing footprints and 

generate further investment locally

Meet the Buyer Events:

- local procurement

- support new entrants

- upskilling

• Learning best practice from Hinkley Point C

• Link with PCC local procurement platform
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Defence Industry in Plymouth
- Creating a marine technology centre of excellence
Martin Laity, Director - Mission Systems
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Local Investment in Defence Related Research & 
Development Programmes

• Promoting and driving awareness of the growing technology and innovation capabilities within the city, e.g.

Oceansgate, Market Hall, Smart Sound, Marine Autonomy, to attract further defence sector investment

• Babcock recently briefed the Navy CTO – He was, to quote, “blown away” 

with the capability we have in Plymouth and the south west and although 

not able to offer direct funding, would offer support to funding 

opportunities – with a “you build it, they will come” philosophy – key 

takeaway being we find the investment he will find the customers

• Dry dock capability to support autonomous development key enabler to

development and to attract R&D accelerators to the city – investment in

SY facilities essential to enable growth

• City / Sector needs to invest in the future ensuring a collaborative 

approach across the sector, maximising the opportunity to leverage 

technology facilities and innovation, research and development 

accelerators across the south west

• Support city’s Freeport bid – sector can bring focus around marine 

innovation element of bid linking to sector technology development in 

marine autonomy and AI; robotics; hydraulic and digital technologies,
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Remora XLUAV Docking System
Jamie Loudon, Senior Engineer, Remora

Slide 10
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Contributing to the future of autonomous systems

Air-drop ready
A400M and C-17-compatible loading sled with 

drogue-based deployment direct to mission waters.

Global deployment 
ContainerisedAUV including control 

system simplifies transportation and 

enables covert deployment.

Tracer
Un-crewed specialised reconnaissance

with streamlined form factor, extended

range and advanced comms.

Crewed transport
Able to host large compliment and offers

greater range and dry transfer. Supports

fully covert and shallow-water operations.

Payload delivery
Un-crewed equipment delivery at

long range and into shallow-water 

environments.

Reconnaissance
Large sensor payload, greater range 

and duration for information gathering 

and escort operations.

Crewed ambuscade
Able to combine sensors and effectors.Addition of  

crew increases in-mission decision making.

Slide 11
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OFFICIAL- SENSITIVE COMMERCIAL

1st Mountain – Journey of Developing Remora, this month

AUV Flight Path
Remora 

Platform

Viewing and Control Tents

AUV Flight Path

Floating Pontoon

Rib 1Rib 2

Slide 12
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Meeting the DCMS’s Challenge - Driving Momentum

• In Dec 20 the Department for Media Culture and Sport visited Devonport to be briefed on the various marine 

technology initiatives happening within the city and how they might support them

• Organisations including MSubs, Thales UK, Babcock, Marworks, Nokia, Vodaphone and the MBTC and SSP 

teams from PCC met with the DCMS team and showcased various marine innovative technologies such as 

the Mayflower Autonomous ship, autonomous submersibles, autonomous minehunter capability and various 

digital and communication technologies including Smart Sound and advanced private wireless networks.

Next Steps: Interface this connectivity with the key

marine use cases:
• Autonomous vehicles and supporting 

infrastructure and solutions

• Digital Twin of the waterway approaching and 

entering the port elements of Plymouth (includes 

Cattewater, ferry port and Devonport Royal 

Dockyard).

• RF digital twin

• NCSC accreditation of connectivity solution to 

deliver reliable data transfer

• Smart ‘Future’ borders

• Smart Shipping and Smart Ports

• Environmental

• SAR

£
Develop the connectivity offering across the domains of

spectrum, technology to deliver coverage and capacity

and the service offering to meet the competing

demands of individual users and user groups

Collaborate for most effective solutions
Sharing information and moving that information around, 

creating the hooks the other industries, moving as a group to 

remove the barriers for entry for others and through 

collaboration identify how we can through our actions and 

enable others to come and utilise the network
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Action Plan – Next Steps…
Development of a Plymouth defence cluster 

to increase awareness of Plymouth 

capability and attract investment

Further sector engagement planned via previously proposed (Babcock) facilitated workshop (Lockdown/Covid 

permitting) to develop collaboration and innovation opportunities – Focusing on Navy CTO feedback on local 

capability and technology accelerators – aim to promote/enable greater collaboration and interfaces with Plymouth 

innovation and technology centres and wider south west innovation hubs such as the new Army Innovation Centre -

creating opportunities for furthering R&D in emerging technologies, leveraging the extensive waterfront access, 

digitally connected deep water trails area (Smart Sound) and technology innovators such as Artemis, Collins 

Aerospace and Babcock’s Mission Systems business

Work with DIT on Marine Autonomy High

Value Proposition

Increase FDI and Inward Investment

Continued development of Marine Autonomy, e.g. Thales, Atlas Elektronik,

Showcase (white paper?) collaboration with MSubs and other local defence suppliers on Remora programme to 

demonstrate local technology innovation and development capability and ability to deploy agile approach to R&D to 

support rapid development of new technologies

Pursue opportunities to reduce sourcing 

footprint – promote investment in local 

supply

Devonport capability upgrade – identify wider sector sourcing opportunities - potential to link with PCC local 

procurement platform

Skills Development in Advance of Need Focus on broader technology skills gaps, working with PCC to identify corresponding skills development 

opportunities – Skills boot camp funding, Digital skills development; generate pan sector understanding of future 

skills gaps

Assuring Diversity and Inclusivity in Future 

Defence Sector Recruitment

Utilise innovative recruitment technologies to assure a diverse and inclusive talent pool capable of meeting the 

defence sector’s future skills needs – garner sector interest in gamification approach to future recruitment 

challenges and ensure a less biased approach to talent acquisition

Sustain engagement with DASA SW

Regional Defence Cluster to assure

investment is less centrally focused

Raise the profile of the region’s capabilities in defence, encourage greater regional collaborations and support the 

sector in accessing public funding – Proposing Plymouth based secondee to Programme Manager role

Hold a Devonport Task Group and present 

at Defence Select Committee

Raise the profile of the city and address specific issues with MPs – Complete – Consider next steps and develop 

PESTEL to inform future engagement strategy – Understand role of DTG and how it should support sector growth


